DECEMBER 2011 NEWSLETTER
*MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR SOLEXOZ FRIENDS*
NEWS
Welcome to our final newsletter for 2011, a year that has gone around like the proverbial Solex
Roller. As in previous years many new members have joined our group, more Solexes have
appeared on our register, our first ever weekend away took place in October and most
importantly, SolexOz South Australia came into being. Can it get any better than this?
We have had 12 very successful runs here in Melbourne this year as well as the inaugural
Adelaide run in November. As always, everyone pitched in to make every event a winner. Our
December run was put together by new members Brian and Jurgen (see write up on page 2).
A big thank you to everyone who participated and helped make 2011 a great SolexOz year.
A special thanks to our webmeister Uncle Joe for all the “behind the scenes” work on our
website. We now look forward to another exciting year in 2012.

BIKES AND PEOPLE
Jurgen’s White 3800 deluxe had it’s first run in December and although still needing a bit of
work this rare Solex is a welcome addition to our group. Jurgen has decided to have the motor
stripped and rebuilt by Ern with many new parts and should be ultra reliable from now on.
Jurgen’s Deluxe model is the only one of it’s type in Oz and is a higher spec version of the
3800 Luxe models of which there are three on our register. Joe, Marty and Geoff have the Blue
Luxe models that feature light grey seats and fuel tanks with Stainless steel guards. The
Deluxe has a chrome exhaust system as well as other deluxe fittings.
Cath and John have added another Solex to their fleet, this 3300 purchased from Bob is a
highly original bike that has spent most of it’s life (40 years) hanging on the wall of a farm
shed in country Victoria. This 3300 is mechanically perfect and goes like the wind. John plans
to keep this Solex at his Bright property for riding in the Alpine areas, sounds great.
There is only three 3300’s known to exist in Oz making this one of the rarer models.
John M has recently purchased another 1700 project and has already started work on its
refurbishment. This is the sixth 1700 in Geelong and is becoming the 1700 capital of the world.

RECENT EVENTS
As mentioned earlier, our December run was organized by Brian and Jurgen and traversed
some of the most beautiful bush trails in the Eastern Suburbs. Brian’s write up of this event is
on the following page, A big thank you to both Brian and Jurgen for putting together this run,
we have had many very positive reports from those that went on this run, well done fellas.

December SolexOz Ride
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Our final SolexOz ride for 2011 was on Saturday 10
December. The route was really two
separate return runs from Beasley’s Nursery on Warrandyte Rd. Templestowe – the first along
Mullum Mullum Creek as far as Tindal’s Road, the second downstream along Mullum Mullum
Ck. to the Yarra and then along the main Yarra Trail as far as the Fitzsimons Lane bridge at
Westerfolds Park.
On a perfect day for a Solex ride, the starters were Andrew (Frances showed up at the start
but had other commitments) on his 3800, Frank on 4600, Ern on Pli Solex, Neil and John on
1700s, myself on 3300 and finally Jurgen with his 3800 ‘retired’ in Frank’s utility – Problem
number One! Jurgen had set off from home to join the ride via the Mullum Mullum Ck. trail, but
had experienced some mysterious power loss ‘issues’….now being attended to at Ern’s
workshop!!
Problem number Two happened at the Tindals Rd. end of the first upstream Mullum Mullum
Ck. trail. Neil’s front tyre decided to lose all pressure (see photos!), and was definitely
unwilling to respond to a puncture repair. Neil then wheeled his 1700 back along the trail a few
kms. Perhaps even more picturesque at walking speeds?? That was it for Neil for the day,
sadly, apart from coffees in the Nursery café…
Andrew, Frank, Ern, John and I then motored back to Beasley’s, and then down to the Yarra,
on wideish gravel trails mostly, stopped at the Mullum/Yarra junction (see photo at viewing
platform), and then continued downstream along the Yarra. Then…..Problem number three!!
Ern misjudged a left turn on loose gravel and took a tumble. He suffered some considerable
gravel rash on his right forearm, and suffered some swelling on his right knee. His Solex
appeared to suffer no damage at all. Possibly the smaller Pli wheels might have been partially
to blame?? We all know Solexes are not great in soft sand or gravel….
John and I continued to Westerfolds Park just a km or so further on, and we all motored back
to Beasley’s and joined Jurgen and Neil for a well-earned coffee (and breakfast for some) or
two.
PS Four days later Ern’s knee recovered but the gravel rash is still requiring dressing
changes. He now has Jurgen’s motor to pull down – a perfect distraction!!
Photos of this event can be found on our two photo pages at the end of the newsletter.
Cheers Brian.

TECHNICAL TIPS

Over the Christmas New Year break you may find time to do a bit of Solex fiddling. We have
listed below a few things that should be attended to on a regular basis to help keep your Solex
in a reliable and safe condition.


Drain the Fuel tank and replace with a fresh batch of go juice. Unleaded fuel has a fairly
limited life (as little as 6 months) and can become stale on bikes not ridden often. We
recommend 95 premium unleaded fuel with a 2% mix of synthetic 2-stroke motorcycle
oil mixed well.
Also in the warmer weather fuel can evaporate leaving behind a higher level of oil than
normal which can cause plug fouling, poor performance as well as carbon build up.



Run over the whole bike with a set of metric spanners and tighten all of the bolts and
nuts. We have seen quite a few parts falling off Solexes on recent rides littering the
countryside, if anyone decided to follow us around I am sure they could build
themselves a complete Solex in time!



Check tyre pressures on a regular basis, tyres tend to loose pressure when not used
often. Pressures should be; 32 to 34 for the front and for the rear tyre about 34 for the
lithe and maybe 36 to 38 for the teletubbies.



Regularly wipe the rims where the brake pads run with a solvent such as Turps or
degreaser, the front wheel can be affected by oil mist from the motor severely limiting
brake performance.

BIKES FOR SALE
Tiby has decided to put his 1700 up for sale, this very nice Solex had a nut and bolt restoration
a few years back and goes really well, it features white wall tyres and a quick motor. Contact
Tiby on 0418 536186
Frank has his Rouge 3800 MBK still available; I am amazed someone has not snapped this
gem up. It has been in its original box since 1995 and only un-packed and assembled a few
months ago. Since then it has been ridden only 30 kms for testing and tuning. It is a brand new
Solex and as such, extremely rare. Call Frank on 0418 588625
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